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About The Lion’s Game
“The Lion” will be landing. And at New York’s JFK Airport, 
an elite American task force waits as the notorious Libyan 
terrorist prepares to defect to the West. Then, aboard Flight 175, 
something goes eerily, horribly wrong - a mere prelude to the 
terror that is to come. Ex-NYPD cop, now Task Force contract 
agent John Corey - together with his formidable and beautiful 
new partner, Kate Mayfield - will follow a trail of smoke and 
blood across the country. His quarry: a foe with the cunning of 
a lion and all the bloodlust of a man. To win a desperate game 
with no rules at all, Corey must invent a strategy that leaves 
room for no luck at all.

1. Do you think this story about terrorism is 
relevant today?

2. As you were reading the book, what were your 
thoughts as the author alternated chapters from the 
perspective of John Corey and Asad Khalil?

3. What do you think about the interplay between 
John Corey and Kate Mayfield?

4. How is the character of John Corey similar 
to today’s portrayal of police officers and law 
enforcement in books and movies? How is          
it different?
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Fun Fact:  Chapter 41 is set in the Cradle of Aviation Museum on Long Island. The museum once had 
a display of crime scene tapes to indicate where the two fictional bodies from The Lion’s Game had been found.


